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Best partners: Rittal awarded by Bosch

Bosch Global Supplier Award for Rittal
•

Rittal receives Bosch Global Supplier Award

•

The accolade is granted to the 47 best
suppliers from a worldwide total of 43,000

•

Suppliers act as partners for innovation

Herborn, Germany, 1 August 2019 – On 10 June, Rittal
received the coveted Bosch Global Supplier Award,
granted every two years. From a total of some 43,000
suppliers around the world, Bosch honoured 47
companies from 15 countries. Rittal is one of the leading
providers of solutions for enclosures, power distribution,
climate control, IT infrastructure and software & services.
“The Bosch Global Supplier Award allows us to highlight
our best suppliers worldwide. The recipients have
demonstrated exceptionally high standards of
performance, and have collaborated with us in a spirit of
close partnership. Our winners have displayed
excellence across the board, from technical expertise, to
high-quality logistics, to entrepreneurial potential,” states
Andreas Reutter, Head of Supply Chain Management at
Robert Bosch GmbH.
“Bosch is a worldwide pioneer in technological
innovation. We are proud the company has placed its
trust in us as a long-term partner,” emphasises Dr KarlUlrich Köhler, CEO of Rittal International: “We make all
efforts to support our customers within their value chain,
not just with innovative and top-quality products but also
with extremely timely availability.”
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Bosch partnerships with suppliers
“Nowadays, our suppliers do more than simply provide
us with parts. They are partners for development and
innovation, contributing to Bosch’s competitiveness,”
adds Reutter. Bosch strives for partnerships that drive
long-term competitive advantage. Suppliers with the
proven ability to cooperate closely with Bosch can
actively participate in strategy and development projects
at an early stage – and position themselves for the
future.
Benefits for customers and the climate
When it comes to the future direction of products and
manufacturing processes, technology leaders are
increasingly turning their attention to energy efficiency
and eco-friendliness. In this context, a smaller carbon
footprint is an ever-greater priority. Rittal helps its
customers achieve these key goals. The Blue e+ cooling
units, for instance, offer average energy savings of 75
per cent, making them the most efficient products of their
kind worldwide.
It is estimated that there are around two million enclosure
cooling units in operation in Europe alone. Replacing
them all with Blue e+ devices would reduce power
consumption by more than four million gigawatt hours
every year. This would cut carbon dioxide emissions by
three million metric tons per year.
In addition to enhanced energy efficiency, companies are
looking to reduce the need for cooling and to curb
emissions of fluorinated greenhouse gases (F-gases).
Rittal products already comply with the more stringent
requirements of the corresponding EU directive.
Moreover, Rittal aids customers with achieving their
climate protection goals via tools, expert advice and
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services. Support ranges from planning and upgrading
cooling systems in order to meet the new, higher
standards, to the calculation of energy savings, their
carbon dioxide equivalent and the payback period for
total cost of ownership (TCO) – plus streamlined
application for grants and/or subsidies.
(3,378 characters)

◼
Caption(s)
Image 1 (fri192023700.jpg): Rittal receives the Bosch Global Supplier
Award: Andreas Reutter, Head of Supply Chain Management at
Robert Bosch GmbH; Dr Karl-Ulrich Köhler, CEO of Rittal
International; Jörg Maschuw, Director, Global Key Account – Industry
Management, Renewable Energies at Rittal; and Malte Ihlenfeld,
Director of Corporate Sector Purchasing and Logistics, Maintenance,
Repair and Logistics at Bosch (from left to right). Photo: Bosch

Image 2 (fri192023800.jpg): A coveted prize for Rittal: The Bosch
Global Supplier Award honours the company’s best partners
worldwide. Photo: Bosch

May be reproduced free of charge. Please name Rittal GmbH & Co.
KG as the source.
About Rittal
Rittal, headquartered in Herborn, Germany, is a leading global
provider of solutions for industrial enclosures, power distribution,
climate control and IT infrastructure, as well as software and services.
Systems made by Rittal are deployed in over 90 per cent of all
industries across the world, including machine building and plant
engineering, food and beverages, and IT and telecommunications.
The international market leader’s product portfolio includes
configurable enclosures, with data available across the entire
production process. Smart Rittal cooling systems, with up to 75 per
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cent lower power and CO2 consumption, can communicate with the
production landscape, enabling predictive maintenance and servicing.
The offering also includes innovative IT products, from IT racks and
modular data centres, to edge and hyperscale computing solutions.
Leading software providers Eplan and Cideon support the value
chain, providing interdisciplinary engineering solutions, while Rittal
Automation Systems offers solutions for switchgear. Within Germany,
Rittal can supply products on demand within 24 hours – with
precision, flexibility and efficiency.
Founded in 1961, Rittal is the largest company in the owner-operated
Friedhelm Loh Group. The Friedhelm Loh Group is active worldwide,
with 18 production sites and 80 international subsidiaries. It has
approximately 12,000 employees and posted revenues of €2.6 billion
in fiscal 2018. In 2019, the family-run business was named one of
Germany’s leading employers by the Top Employers Institute, for the
eleventh year running. Within the scope of a Germany-wide survey,
Focus Money magazine identified the Friedhelm Loh Group as one of
the nation’s best providers of vocational training for the fourth time in
2019.
For more information, visit www.rittal.com and www.friedhelm-lohgroup.com.
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